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Abstract – In target tracking applications, the full information on the kinematic target states accumulated over a
certain time window up to the present time is contained in
the joint probability density function of these state vectors,
given the time series of all sensor data. This joint density
may also be called an Accumulated State Density (ASD)
and provides a unified treatment of filtering and retrodiction insofar as by marginalizing the ASD, the standard filtering and retrodiction densities are obtained. In addition,
ASDs fully describe the correlations between the state estimates produced for different instants of time. The paper
discusses the notion of ASDs and closed formulae for calculating them. The practical usefulness of considering ASDs
is illustrated by applications, where out-of-sequence (OoS)
measurements are to be processed within the framework
of a centralized measurement fusion architecture, i.e. when
the sensor data do not arrive in the temporal order, in
which they were produced. The approach can be applied
to Kalman-, MHT-, and IMM filtering.
Keywords: Accumulated target states, out-of-sequence
measurements (OoS), Kalman/MHT/IMM filtering.
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Introduction

Practical needs from both civilian and military applications as well as the rapid development of information and
communications technology are driving factors for creating
ever increasing sensor networks. To a degree never known
before, decision makers in a net-centric world have access
to vast amounts of data. For effective use of this information potential in real-world applications, however, the data
streams must not overwhelm the decision makers involved.
On the contrary, the data must be fused in such a way that
high quality information for situation pictures results.
Situation pictures are produced by spatio-temporally processing various pieces of sensor information that in themselves often have only limited value for understanding the
underlying situation. In this context, target ‘tracks’ are of
particular importance [1, 2]. Tracking faces an omnipresent
aspect in real-world application insofar as it is dealing with

fusion of data produced at different instants of time; i.e.
tracking is important in all applications where particular emphasis is placed on sensor data given by time series.
In most target tracking algorithms, the characteristics of
conditional probability densities p(Xl |Z k ) of target states
Xl are calculated, which describe the available knowledge
of the target properties at a certain instant of time tl , given
a time series Z k of imperfect sensor data accumulated up
to time tk . In certain applications, however, the kinematic
target states xk , . . . , xm , m ≤ k, accumulated over a certain time window from a past instant of time tm up to the
present time tk is of interest. The statistical properties of the
accumulated state vectors are completely described the joint
probability density function of them, , p(xk , . . . , xm |Z k ),
which is conditioned by the time series Z k . These densities may be called Accumulated State Densities (ASDs).
By marginalizing them, the standard filtering and retrodiction densities directly result; in other words, ASDs provide
a unified description of filtering and retrodiction. In addition, ASDs fully describe the correlations between the state
estimates at different instants of time.
In [3], ASDs are considered to provide a more comprehensive treatment of issues in particle filtering. To some
extent, the notion of ASDs might be considered as a step
backwards insofar as in the very old days it was known that
one could express a linear-Gaussian estimation problem in
a joint (“accumulated”) fashion, while Kalman’s approach
was a way to find a recursive solution. Nevertheless, the
chief contribution of this paper is a recursive algorithm to
find the parameters of an ASD.
ASDs are useful in tracking applications, where out-ofsequence (OoS) measurements are to be processed, i.e. when
the sensor data do not arrive in the temporal order, in which
they have been produced. The OoS problem is unavoidable
in any real-world multiple sensor tracking application. To
the author’s knowledge, Y. Bar-Shalom was the first, who
picked up the problem and provided an exact solution in the
case of Kalman filtering [4]. For the subsequent development and generalizations see for example [5–9]. To avoid
storing and reprocessing the entire time series of sensor data

as well as to avoid the temporal delay connected to it, OoS
measurements have to be inserted into the running tracking
process in a particular way.
The proposed paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarizes basic facts on the Bayesian tracking paradigm.
In section 3, the notion of an Accumulated State Density
is introduced. The discussion in section 4 provides closedformulae for the parameters of the ASD in the case, where
Kalman filtering can be applied to tracking. The concept
of ASDs is generalized to multiple hypothesis and interaction multiple model trackers (MHT, IMM) in section 5. In
section 6, ASDs are applied the out-of-sequence tracking
problem. A summary concludes the paper. For the sake of
notational simplicity we confine the discussion to the case of
synchronous sensors. The generalization of the methodological framework to asynchronous sensors is straightforward.
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Bayesian Tracking Approach

A Bayesian tracking algorithm is an iterative updating
scheme for calculating conditional probability density functions p(Xl |Z k ) that represent all available knowledge on the
object states Xl at discrete instants of time tl . The densities
are explicitly conditioned by the sensor data Z k accumulated up to some time tk , typically the present time. Implicitly, they are also determined by context knowledge on
the sensor characteristics, the dynamical object properties,
the object environment, topographical maps, or tactical rules
governing the objects’ over-all behavior.
With respect on the instant of time tl at which estimates
of the object states Xl are required, the density iteration is
referred to as prediction (tl > tk ), filtering (tl = tk ), or
retrodiction (tl < tk ). The propagation of the probability
densities involved is given by three basic update equations.

2.1

Prediction
k−1

The prediction density p(Xk |Z
) is obtained by combining the evolution model p(Xk |Xk−1 ) with the previous
filtering density p(Xk−1 |Z k−1 ):
evolution model

p(Xk−1 |Z k−1 ) −−−−−−−−→ p(Xk |Z k−1 )
constraints

p(Xk |Z k−1 ) =

Z

Retrodiction

The retrodiction density p(Xl |Z k ) is obtained by combining the object evolution model p(Xl+1 |Xl ) with the previous prediction and filtering densities according to:
filtering, prediction

p(Xl−1 |Z k ) ←−−−−−−−−−− p(Xl |Z k )
evolution model

p(Xl |Z k ) =

evolution
}|
{ z }| {
z
p(Xl+1 |Xl ) p(Xl |Z l )
p(Xl+1 |Z k ) .
dXl+1
|
{z
}
p(Xl+1 |Z l )
| {z }
prev. retrodiction
prev. prediction

Being the natural antonym of “prediction”, the technical
term “retrodiction” was introduced by Oliver Drummond
in a series of papers [10]. Adopting the standard terminology [11], we could speak of fixed-interval retrodiction.
According to this paradigm, an object track represents all
relevant knowledge on a time varying object state of interest,
including its history and measures that describe the quality
of this knowledge. As a technical term, ‘track’ is therefore
either a synonym for the collection of densities p(Xl |Z k ),
l = 1, . . . , k, . . ., or of suitably chosen parameters characterizing them, such as estimates related to appropriate risk
functions and the corresponding estimation error covariance
matrices.
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Accumulated State Densities

All information on the object states accumulated over a
time window tk , tk−1 , . . . , tn of length n + 1,
Xk:n = (Xk , . . . , Xn )

p(Xl |Z k ) =

Filtering

The filtering density p(Xk |Z k ) is obtained by combining
the sensor model p(Zk |Xk ), the “likelihood function”, with
the prediction density p(Xk |Z k−1 ) according to:
current sensor data

p(Xk |Z k−1 ) −−−−−−−−−−→ p(Xk |Z k )
sensor model

(2)

(4)

that can be extracted from the time series of accumulated
sensor data Z k up to and including time tk is contained in
a joint density function p(Xk:n |Z k ), which may be called
Accumulated State Density (ASD). Via marginalizing over
Xk , . . . , Xl+1 , Xl−1 , . . . , Xn ,

(1)

previous filtering

(3)

prev. filtering

Z

Z
dXk , . . . , dXl+1 , dXl−1 , . . . , dXn
p(Xk , . . . , Xn |Z k ), (5)

dXk−1 p(Xk |Xk−1 ) p(Xk−1 |Z k−1 ) .
{z
}|
{z
}
|
evolution model

2.2

2.3

the filtering density p(Xk |Z k ) for l = k and the retrodiction
densities p(Xl |Z k ) for l < k result from the ASD. ASDs
thus in a way unify the notions of filtering and retrodiction. In addition, ASDs also contain all mutual correlations
between the individual object states at different instants of
time. Bayes’ Theorem provides a recursion formula for updating accumulated state densities:
p(Xk:n |Z k ) =

k−1

p(Xk |Z k ) = R

p(Zk , mk |Xk ) p(Xk |Z
)
.
dXk p(Zk , mk |Xk ) p(Xk |Z k−1 )
|
{z
}|
{z
}
sensor model

prediction

R

p(Zk , mk |Xk ) p(Xk |Xk−1 ) p(Xk−1:n |Z k−1 )
.
dXk−1 p(Zk , mk |Xk ) p(Xk |Xk−1 ) p(Xk−1:n |Z k−1 )
(6)

The sensor data Zk explicitly appear in this representation.
A little formalistically speaking, ‘sensor data processing’
means nothing else than to achieve by certain reformulations
that the sensor data are no longer be explicitly present.

the product formula (Eq. 55). The innovation covariance
matrix Sl|l−1 and the Kalman Gain matrix are given by:
Sl|l−1 = Hl Pl|l−1 H>
l + Rl .

(15)

−1
Pl|l−1 H>
l|l−1 Sl|l−1 .

(16)

Wl|l−1 =

4

Closed-form Representation

Under conditions, where Kalman filtering is applicable (perfect data sensor-data-to-track association, linear
Gaußian sensor and evolution models), a closed-form representation of p(xk:n |Z k ) can be derived. In this case, let
the likelihood function be given by:

p(Zk , mk |Xk ) = N zk ; Hk xk , Rk ,
(7)
where Zk = zk denotes the vector of sensor measurements
at time tk , Xk = xk the kinematic state vector of the object,
Hk the measurement matrix, and Rk the measurement error
covariance matrix, while the Markovian evolution model of
the target is represented by:

(8)
p(Xk |Xk−1 ) = N xk ; Fk|k−1 xk−1 , Dk|k−1
with an evolution matrix Fk|k−1 and a corresponding evolution covariance matrix Dk|k−1 .
A repeated use of a well-known product formula for
Gaußians (see appendix, Eq. 55) directly yields a product
representation of the augmented state density:
p(xk:n |Z k ) = N xk ; xk|k , Pk|k
×

k−1
Y




N xl ; hl|l+1 (xl+1 ), Rl|l+1 ,

(9)

l=n

where the auxiliary quantities hl|l+1 , Rl|l+1 , l ≤ k, are defined by:
hl|l+1 (xl+1 ) = xl|l + Wl|l+1 (xl+1 − xl+1|l )
>
Rl|l+1 = Pl|l − Wl|l+1 Pl|l+1 Wl|l+1

(10)
(11)

and a “retrodiction gain” matrix
−1
Wl|l+1 = Pl|l F>
l+1|l Pl+1|l .

(12)


Note that N xl ; hl|l+1 (xl+1 ), Rl|l+1 can be interpreted
in analogy to a Gaußian likelihood function with a a linear
measurement function hl|l+1 (xl+1 ). hl|l+1 , Rl|l+1 are defined by the parameters of p(xl |Z l ) = N (xl ; xl|l , Pl|l ),
(
xl|l =
Pl|l =

Also the parameters of the prediction density p(xl+1 |Z l ) =
N (xl+1 ; xl+1|l , Pl+1|l ),
xl|l−1 = Fl|l−1 xl−1|l−1
Pl|l−1 =

(17)

Fl|l−1 Pl−1|l−1 F>
l|l−1

+ Dl|l−1 ,

(18)

enter into the product representation in Eq. 9. With xl|k ,
Pl|k , Wl|l+1 known from the Rauch-Tung-Striebel recursion,

xl|k = xl|l + Wl|l+1 xl+1|k − xl+1|l
(19)
 >
Pl|k = Pl|l + Wl|l+1 Pl+1|k − Pl+1|l Wl|l+1 , (20)
we can rewrite p(xk:n |Z k ) by the following product:
p(xk:n |Z k ) = N xk ; xk|k , Pk|k

Y
 k−1
l=n


N xl − Wl|l+1 xl+1 ; xl|k − Wl|l+1 xl+1|k , Ql|k , (21)
where we used the abbreviation:
>
Ql|k = Pl|k − Wl|l+1 Pl+1|k Wl|l+1
.

(22)

Due to elementary matrix algebra manipulations it can
be shown that this product can be represented by a single
Gaußian,

p(xk:n |Z k ) = N xk:n ; xkk:n , Pkk:n ,
(25)
with a joint expectation vector xkk:n defined by:
>
> >
xkk:n = (x>
k|k , xk−1|k , . . . , xn|k ) ,

(26)

while the corresponding joint covariance matrix Pkk:n can
be written as an inverse of a tridiagonal block matrix (see
Eq. 23 on the subsequent page).
This can be seen by considering projectors Πl defined by:
(
(1, O, . . . , O)xk:n ,
l=k
Πl xk:n =
(O, . . . , −Wl|l+1 , 1, . . . , O)xk:n , n ≤ l < k
(
xk ,
l=k
=
(27)
xl − Wl|l+1 xl+1 , n ≤ l < k.
Using Πl and Ql|k , l = 1, . . . , k, the ASD can be rewritten:

xl|l−1 + Wl|l−1 (zl − Hl xl|l−1 )
> −1
Pl|l (P−1
l|l−1 xl|l−1 + Hl Rl zl )

(
>
Pl|l−1 − Wl|l−1 Sl|l−1 Wl|l−1
> −1
−1
(P−1
.
l|l−1 + Hl Rl Hl )

(13)
p(xkk:n |Z k ) =

k
Y

N Πl xk:n ; Πl xkk:n , Ql|k



(28)

l=n

(14)

Note that there exist two equivalent formulations of the
Kalman update formulae according to the two versions of

=

k
Y

−1
−1
N xk:n ; xkk:n , (Π>
l Ql|k Πl )



(29)

l=n

= N xk:n ; xkk:m , Pkk:n



(30)



Pkk:n

Tk|k



−Q−1 Wk−1|k
k−1|k



=
O

..


.

O


O

Tk−1|k
−Q−1
k−2|k Wk−2|k
..
.

>
−Wk−2|k
Q−1
k−2|k
..
.
..
.

Tm+1|k

···

O

−Qm|k Wm|k

···
..
.
..
.

>
Pk|k Wk−1|k

>
Pk|k Wk−2|k

···

Pk−1|k

>
Pk−1|k Wk−2|k−1

∗

Wk−2|k−1 Pk−1|k

Pk−2|k

∗

∗

∗

∗

W1|k−1 Pk−1|k

···

W1|2 P2|k

Pk|k


W
 k−1|k Pk|k


= Wk−2|k Pk|k


..

.

W1|k Pk|k

>
−Wk−1|k
Q−1
k−1|k

O
..
.

−1







O



>
−Wm|k Qm|k 

Tm|k

>
Pk|k W1|k

(23)





>
Pk−1|k W1|k−1


..


.


>

P2|k W1|2

P1|k

(24)

Block-matrix representations of the ASD covariance matrices.
with a covariance matrix Pkk:n , which is given by an harmonic mean according to the product formula for Gaußians:
Pk:n =

k
X

−1
Π>
l Ql|k Πl

−1

.

(31)

l=n
−1
The summation of the matrices Π>
l Ql|k Πl directly yields
the inverse ASD covariance matrix as a tridiagonal block
matrix displayed on the top of page 3. Here, the auxiliary
quantities Tl|k , m ≤ l ≤ k are defined by:

Tl|k

 −1

Qn|k
−1
>
+ Wl−1|l
Q−1
= Pk|k
l−1|k Wl−1|l

 −1
−1
>
Ql|k + Wl−1|l Ql−1|k Wl−1|l

for l = n
for l = k .
else

The tridiagonal structure is a consequence of the Markov
property of the underlying evolution model. This representation of the inverse of Pkk:n is useful in calculations.
By a repeated use of the matrix inversion lemma (see appendix) and an induction argument, the inverse of this tridiagonal block matrix can be calculated. The resulting block
matrix is displayed in Eq. 24 on the subsequent page, where
the following abbreviations were used:
Wl|k =

k−1
Y
λ=l

Wλ|λ+1 =

k−1
Y

−1
Pλ|λ F>
λ+1|λ Pλ+1|λ .

(32)

λ=l

The densities { N (xl ; xl|k , Pl|k )}kl=m are directly obtained
via marginalizing, since the covariance matrices Pl|k , n ≤
l ≤ k, appear on the diagonal of this block matrix. Note
that the ASD is completely defined by the results of prediction, filtering, and retrodiction obtained for the time window
tk , . . . , tn , i.e. it is a by-product for Kalman filtering and
Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoothing.

5

Discussion of Generalizations

These considerations can be generalized to the case of
ambiguity with respect to the origin of the sensor data or
with respect to the evolution model, which is currently in
effect, i.e. to Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) and Interacting Multiple Model filters (IMM).

5.1

ASDs for MHT Filtering

A sensor output at time tk , consisting of mk measurements collected in the set Zk , can be ambiguous, i.e. the
origin of the sensor data has to be explained by a set of
data interpretations, which are assumed to be exhaustive
and mutually exclusive. As an example, let us consider
k
measurements Zk = {zjk }m
j=1 possibly related to the kinematic state xk of well-separated objects. ‘Well-separated’
here means that measurements potentially originated by one
object could not have been originated by another. Even in
this simplified situation, ambiguity can arise from imperfect
detection and due to false measurements, often referred to
as clutter, or of measurements from unwanted objects. Let
the detection properties of the sensor be summarized by its
detection probability PD and the clutter background by the
spatial false return density ρF .
Let jk = 0 denote the data interpretation hypothesis that
the object has not been detected at all by the sensor at time
tk , i.e. all sensor data have to be considered as false measurements, while 1 ≤ jk ≤ mk represents the hypothesis
that the object has been detected, zjkk ∈ Zk being the corresponding measurement of the object properties, the remaining sensor data being false. Evidently, {0, . . . , mk } denotes
a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive data interpretations. Standard reasoning yields for this simple example a
likelihood function for ambiguous data given by a weighted

sum of Gaußians and a constant (see [13], e.g.):
p(Zk , mk |xk ) =

mk
X

p(Zk , mk |jk , xk ) p(jk )

(33)

jk =0

∝ (1 − PD )ρF + PD

mk
X


N zjk ; Hk xk , Rk . (34)

jk =0

Data interpretation hypotheses are the basis for Multiple Hypothesis Tracking techniques (MHT, see [12], e.g.). In such
situations, the origin of a time series Z k = {Zk , mk , Z k−1 }
of sensor data accumulated up to the time tk can be interpreted by interpretation histories,
jk = (jk , . . . , j1 ),

0 ≤ jk ≤ m k ,

jk

=


k
k
k
pjk|k
N xk:n ; xjk:n
, Pjk:n
,

at each step k of the filtering loop (Eq. 2), the individual
terms of the sum become mixture densities themselves,
p(xk , jk |Z k ) =

X
ik ,...i1

× p(xk |ik , . . . i1 , jk , Z k ). (40)
Hence, in the optimal approach to IMM filtering the conditional densities p(xk , jk |Z k ) of the kinematic state xk of
the target are sums over every possible sequence of dynamics models ik , . . . i1 from the initial observation through the
most recent measurement at scan k (“Dynamics Histories”).
As the number of terms in the sum (40) exponentially increases with increasing k, various techniques have been developed that approximately represent the densities (40) by
mixtures with a constant or fluctuating but small number of
components.
Let us denote the dynamics histories “m scans back” by
ik , an m-tuple of indices,
ik = (ik , ik−1 , . . . ik−m−1 ).

i.e. the ASD for MHT applications is simply a weighted sum
of individual ASDs, which are completely defined by the results of prediction, filtering, and retrodiction along a certain
branch of the hypothesis tree defined by a particular interpretation history jk . The corresponding weighting factor is
given by the probability of jk being true at time tk given the
k
data: p(jk |Z k ) = pjk|k
. The ASD for MHT application is
thus a by product of MHT tracking and retrodiction. Since
PDA filtering [2] can be considered as a second-order approximation to MHT, an approximate representation of the
corresponding ASD by a single Gaußian can be derived.

ASDs for IMM Filtering

In practical applications, it may be uncertain, which evolution model out of a set of r possible alternatives is currently in effect (different flight phases such as no turn,
slight maneuver, high-g, turn, e.g.). The maneuvering class
1 ≤ ik ≤ r, an object belongs to at time tk can thus be
considered as a part of its state. Markovian IMM evolution
models (see [15] and the literature cited therein) for object
states Xk = (xk , ik ) have the form:

× N

k
Dik|k−1



. (38)

(41)

In particular, we are looking for approximations by Gaußian
mixtures,
X i ,j
ik ,jk
ik ,jk 
k k
p(xk , jk |Z k ) ≈
pk|k
N xk ; xk|k
, Pk|k
. (42)
ik

The weighting factors of the data association
jk ,
P ihistory
k
k ,jk
k
= p(jk |Z k ), are given by pjk|k
=
p
.
Due
pjk|k
ik k|k
k ,jk
and coto Bayes’ Theorem, the expectation vectors xik|k

ik ,jk
variance matrices Pk|k
of the mixtures are iteratively obtained by formulae that are essentially based on Kalman filik ,jk
tering. Also the weighting factors pk|k
obey simple update
formulae. For n = 1 and assuming well-separated targets,
the density p(xk , jk |Z k ) is approximated by a mixture with
r components according to the r dynamics models used.
GPB and IMM algorithms are possible realizations of this
scheme [15]. The IMM approach may easily be adopted
to fixed-interval retrodiction.
P In direct analogy to Eq. 42,
the densities p(xl |Z k ) = jk p(xl , jk |Z k ) in the retrodiction loop (Eq. 3) are approximately represented by the same
class of functions previously used in the filtering loop:

p(xk , ik |xk−1 , ik−1 ) = pik ik−1
k
xk ; Fik|k−1
xk−1 ,

p(ik , . . . i1 , jk |Z k )

(37)

jk

5.2

jk

(35)

that assume at each data collection time tl , 1 ≤ l
≤ k, a certain data interpretation jl to be true.
Via marginalizing, the previous filtering density
p(xk−1 |Z k−1 ) can be written as a mixture over
such interpretation histories jk−1 : p(xk−1 |Z k−1 ) =

P
jk−1
jk−1
jk−1 pjk−1 N xk−1 ; xk−1|k−1 , Pk−1|k−1 . By making
use of likelihood functions
for uncertain data, we
 directly
P
k
k
obtain: p(xk |Z k ) = jk pjk N xk ; xjk|k
, Pjk|k
. Mixture
reduction techniques, such as described in [14], keep the
number of mixture components involved manageable.
According to these preliminary considerations and using
the data interpretation histories jk , the accumulated state
density is given by:
X
p(xk:n |Z k ) =
p(jk |Z k ) p(xk:n |jk , Z k )
(36)
X

IMM models are thus characterized r by kinematic linear
Gaußian transition densities p(xk |xk−1 , ik ) and class transition probabilities pik ik−1 = p(ik |ik−1 ) that are to be specified and part of the modeling assumptions.
By making use of the Total Probability Theorem, the
IMM approach can easily be combined with Kalman or
MHT filtering. In the probability density
X
p(xk |Z k ) =
p(xk , jk |Z k )
(39)

p(xl , jk |Z k ) ≈

X
ii

l jk
l jk
l jk
pil|k
N xl ; xil|k
, Pil|k



(43)

with l < k. The backward iteration is initialized by the
k jk
k jk
k jk
filtering result at the present scan k: pik|k
, xik|k
, Pik|k
. According to [17], approximate update formulae for the parameters defining p(xl , jk |Z k ) can be derived. According to
these considerations and for the same reasons as before, the
accumulated state density is as mixture of individual ASDs
for each data interpretation and model history:
X i j

k k
k jk
k jk
p(xk:n |Z k ) =
pk|k
N xk:n ; xjk:n
, Pik:n
. (44)
ik jk

Each ASD component is defined by the results of prediction,
filtering, and retrodiction given these histories. The corresponding weighting factor results from the filtering step. In
the case of standard IMM filtering with r evolution models,
the ASD is approximately given via marginalization:
p(xk:n , ik , . . . , in ) ≈

Y
l=n

ik ,...,in 

ik ,...,in
× N xk:n ; xk:n
, Pk:n

, (45)

k ,...,in
xik:n

where
is given by the expectation vectors resulting
from standard IMM filtering and retrodiction,
>

,

(46)

k ,...,in
while Pik:n
essentially has the same structure as the
Kalman ASD excepting the covariances of IMM filtering
l
and retrodiction are used. The weighing factors pil|k
are the
same as in standard IMM filtering and retrodiction.
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Standard Bayesian reasoning and the product formula for
Gaussians (Eq. 55) directly yields for the accumulated state
density:
p(zm |xk:n ) p(xk:n |Z k )
(48)
dxk:n p(zm |xk:n ) p(xk:n |Z k )

= N xk:n ; xk:m:n , Pk:m:n
(49)

p(xk:n |zm , Z k ) = R

with parameters obtained by a version of the Kalman update
equations:
xk:m:n = xk:n + Wk:m:n (zm − Hm Πm xk:n )
Pk:m:n = Pk:n −

l
pil|k

ik >
k ,...,in
k>
xik:n
= xk|k
, . . . , xin|k

of the out-of-sequence measurement with respect to the accumulated object state is thus given by:

p(zm |xk:n ) = N zm ; Hm Πm xk:n , Rm .
(47)

Out-of-Sequence Measurements

In any real-world application of sensor data fusion, we
have to be aware of out-of-sequence measurements. Due
to latencies in the underlying communication infrastructure,
for example, such measurements arrive at a processing node
in a distributed data fusion system “too late”, i.e. after sensor
data with a time stamp newer than the time stamp of an outof-sequence measurement have already been processed. Accumulated object state densities are useful means for dealing
with this type of sensor data, which may provide valuable
information on an object state of interest in spite of their
latency, especially if the sensor involved is of a high quality.
Under conditions, where Kalman filtering is applicable,
let us consider a measurement zm produced at time tm with
n ≤ m < k, i.e. before the ‘present’ time tk , where the time
series Z k is available and has been exploited. We wish to
understand the impact this new, but late sensor information
has on the present and the past object states xl , n ≤ l ≤ k,
i.e. on the accumulated object state xk:n . Let zm be a measurement of the object state xm at time tm characterized by
a Gaußian likelihood function, which is defined by a measurement matrix Hm and a corresponding measurement error covariance matrix Rm of a Gaußian likelihood function.
We furthermore introduce a projection matrix Πm , defined
by Πm xk:n = xm , which extracts the object state xm from
the accumulated state vector xk:n . The likelihood function

>
Wk:M :n Sk,m,1 Wk:m:n
,

(50)
(51)

where the corresponding Kalman gain and innovation matrices are given by:
>
Sk:m:n = Hm Πm Pk:n Π>
m Hm + Rm

Wk:m:n =

> −1
Pk:n Π>
m Hm Sk:m:n .

(52)
(53)

Note that the matrix Sk:m:n to be inverted when calculating the Kalman gain matrix has the same dimension as the
measurement vector zm , i.e. is low-dimensional matrix, just
as in standard Kalman filtering. Nevertheless, the processing of an out-of-sequence measurement zm has impact on
all state estimates and the related error covariance matrices
in the time window considered. The strongest impact is observed for the time tm , where the measurement has actually been produced, while it declines the further we proceed
to the present time tk ≥ tl > tm or deeper into the past
tm > tl ≥ tn .
Accumulated state densities are therefore well suited to
quantitatively discuss the question to what extent an OoS
measurement is still useful or not, a phenomenon that is
sometimes called “information aging”. If we are interested
in the updated state estimates for the time tl , n ≤ l ≤ k, we
simply have to consider the density:

p(xl |zm , Z k ) = N xl ; Πl xk,m,1 , Πl Pk,m,1 Π>
(54)
l
which results from applying the projection matrix Πl previously introduced. In a practical application, we will usually
be interested in the effect of out-of-sequence measurements,
which were produced not too long ago, on the present time
and the most recent past. It is therefore sufficient to consider accumulated state densities p(xk:n |Z k ) characterized
by lower dimensional parameters xk:n , Pk:n . To determine
the actual size of n to be taken into account is an important
task in designing sensor networks.
By using the accumulated state densities for MHT and
IMM filtering, these considerations can directly be generalized to the case of ambiguous sensor data. Their practical
implementation, however, needs a more extended analysis
of several numerical and algorithmic issues than can be provided here.

Appendix
Product Formula for Gaußians For matrices of suitable
dimensions the following formula for products of Gaußians
holds:

n + 1 ≤ l ≤ k, with Pkn:n = Pn|k and Wl:n given by:


Wl|l+1
Wl:n =
Wl−1:n Wl|l+1
with Wn:n = Wn|n+1 and the retrodiction gain matrices
Wl|l+1 given by:




N z; Hx, R N x; y, P = N z; Hy, S
(

N x; y + Wν, P − WSW>

×
N x; Q(P−1 y + H> R−1 z), Q

−1
Wl|l+1 = Pl|l F>
l+1|l Pl+1|l

(55)

>
−1
= Pl|l F>
.
l+1|l (Fl+1|l Pl|l Fl+1|l + Dl+1|l )

with the following abbreviations:
ν = z − Hy

(56)

S = HPH> + R

(57)

> −1

W = PH S
Q

−1

=P

−1

>

+H R

(58)
−1

H.

(59)

The vector x in both factors of the left side of Equation 55
only exists in one of the factors on the right side.


Sketch of a proof: Interpret N z; Hx, R N x; y, P
as a joint density:
p(z, x) = p(z|x)p(x).

(60)

It can be written as a Gaußian, from which the marginal and
conditional densities p(z), p(x|z) can be derived. In the
calculations we make use of known formulae for the inverse
of a partitioned matrix (see [2, p. 22], e.g.). From
p(z, x) = p(x|z)p(z)

(61)

the formula results.
Inverse of Block Matrices. The inversion of the inverse
ASD covariance matrix makes use of well-known results on
block matrices [18]. Die Inverse of a partitioned symmetric
matrix is given by:
−1
A C
=
C> B
 −1
A + A−1 CS−1 C> A−1
=
−S−1 C> A−1



This statement directly follows from a straightforward induction argument, though the necessary calculations are perhaps somewhat tedious. The proposition holds for k = n.
Let us assume that it is true at time tk . Due to standard assumptions, the ASD at time tk+1 can be represented by:
p(xk+1:n |Z k+1 ) =
R

p(zk+1 |xk+1 ) p(xk+1 |xk ) p(xk:n |Z k )
. (63)
dxk+1:n p(zk+1 |xk+1 ) p(xk+1 |xk ) p(xk:n |Z k )

Using the projection matrices Πk = (1, O, . . . , O) defined
by:
Πk xk:n = xk

(64)

and Πk:n = (−Wk:n , 1) defined by:
> >
Πk:n (x>
k+1 , xk:n ) = −Wk:n xk+1 + xk:n ,

(65)

a repeated use of the product formula 55 yields:
p(zk+1 |xk+1 ) p(xk+1 |xk ) p(xk:n |Z k )


= N zk ; Hk xk+1 , Rk+1 N xk+1 ; xk+1|k , Pk+1|k

× N xk:n ; xkk:n + Wk:n (xk+1 − xk+1|k ), Rk:n

= N zk ; Hk xk+1|k , Sk+1|k

× N xk+1 ; xk+1|k+1 , Pk+1|k+1

k
>
× N Πk:n xk+1:n ; Πk:n (x>
k+1|k , xk:n ) , Rk:n
with Wk:n and Rk:n given by:

−1

−A

−1

CS
S−1


(62)

where the matrix S = B − C> A−1 C is called the Schur
Complement of the matrix A.
Gaußian ASDs: Details.
While the expectation vector
xkk:n of the accumulated object states xk:n is defined by:
>
>
> >
xkk:n = (x>
k|k , xk−1|k , . . . , xn+1|k , xn|k ) ,

the corresponding covariance matrix Pkk:n can recursively
be written as:


>
Pl|k
Pl|k Wl−1:n
k
Pl:n =
,
Wl−1:n Pl|k
Pkl−1:n

−1
>
Wk:n = Pkk:n Π>
k Fk+1|k Pk+1|k


Wk|k+1
=
Wk−1:n Wk|k+1
>
Rk:n = Pkk:n − Wk:n Pk+1|k Wk:n
.

We thus obtain:
−1
Π>
k:n Rk:n Πk:n =



>
Wk:n
R−1
k:n Wk:n
−R−1
k:n Wk:n


>
−Wk:n
R−1
k:n .
R−1
k:n

By a second use of the product formula for Gaußians, we
thus obtain up to a constant independent of the state vectors:
p(zk+1 |xk+1 ) p(xk+1 |xk ) p(xk:n |Z k ) ∝
k+1
N (zk ; Hk xk+1|k , Sk+1|k ) N (xk+1:n ; xk+1
k+1: , Pk+1:n ),

where the covariance matrix Pk+1
k+1:n it is given by:
−1
>
>
−1
−1
Pk+1
k+1:n = Πk+1 Pk+1|k+1 Πk+1 + Πk:n Rk:n Πk:n
 −1
−1
>
>
Pk+1|k+1 + Wk:n
R−1
−Wk:n
R−1
k:n Wk:n
k:n
=
.
−R−1
R−1
k:n Wk:n
k:n
This block matrix can directly be inverted by using Eq. 62.
The corresponding Schur Complement is particularly simple
and given by:
−1
>
T = P−1
k+1|k+1 + Wk:n Rk:n Wk:n
−1
−1
>
− Wk:n
R−1
k:n Rk:n Rk:n Wk:n = Pk+1|k+1 .

We thus obtain for the covariance matrix of the ASD:


>
Pk+1|k+1
Pk+1|k+1 Wk:n
Pk+1
=
>
k+1:n
Wk:n Pk+1|k+1 Rk:n +Wk:n Pk+1|k+1 Wk:n


>
P
Pk+1|k+1 Wk:n
= W k+1|k+1
.
P
Pk +W
(P
−P
)W>
k:n

k+1|k+1

k:n

k:n

k+1|k+1

k+1|k

k:n

(66)
Using the identity
>
Wk|k+1 (Pk+1|k+1 − Pk+1|k )Wk|k+1

= Pk|k+1 − Pk|k

(67)

resulting from the Rauch-Tung-Striebel equations, the ma>
trix Wk:n (Pk+1|k+1 − Pk+1|k )Wk:n
can be transformed
yielding:
>
Wk:n (Pk+1|k+1 − Pk+1|k )Wk:n
=

Pk|k+1 −Pk|k

>
(Pk|k+1 −Pk|k )Wk−1:n

Wk−1:n (Pk|k+1 −Pk|k )

>
Wk−1:n (Pk|k+1 −Pk|k )Wk−1:n


.

With this result, the block matrix Pkk:n + Wk:n (Pk+1|k+1 −
>
on the right-lower corner on the right side of
Pk+1|k )Wk:n
Eq. 66 is given by:
>
Pkk:n + Wk:n (Pk+1|k+1 − Pk+1|k )Wk:n
=

>
Pk|k+1

Pk|k+1 Wk−1:n

Wk−1:n Pk|k+1

>
Pk
k−1:n +Wk−1:n (Pk|k+1 −Pk|k )Wk−1:n


.

An induction argument for the block matrix on the rightlower corner directly yields:
>
Pkk:n + Wk:n (Pk+1|k+1 − Pk+1|k )Wk:n
= Pk+1
k:n . (68)

According to the product formula Eq. 55, xk+1
k+1:n is the sum
of the following vectors:
>
−1
>
k> >
Pk+1
k+1:n Πk:n Rk:n Πk:n (xk+1|k , xk:n )


O
=
−Wk:n xk+1|k + xkk:n
>
−1
Pk+1
k+1:n Πk+1 Pk+1|k+1 Πk+1 xk+1|k+1


xk+1|k+1
=
.
Wk:n xk+1|k+1

(69)
(70)
(71)
(72)

By using an induction argument, we thus obtain:


xk+1|k+1

 . (73)
xk|k+1
xk+1
k+1:n =
k
xk−1:n + Wk−1:n (xk|k+1 − xk|k )
An induction argument concludes the proof.
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